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dry TAbLeS
The most important component of a stellar produce department is the Dry Table. Set yourself 
apart from the competition and choose from several different materials and styles to fit your 
stores unique décor. Our selection of attractive yet durable Dry Tables are mostly modular, 
accommodating and customizable for even the most limited department.

*Ask us about FSC certified wood for your table. If we make an effort today, together we can 
create a greener tomorrow.
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Organic table designed to hold a wide variety of products. Comes complete with a set of risers and trays (shown with DTR401BAN and 
DRT401E) for an impactful presentation with minimum product. Many trays and risers to choose from. Available 10’ to 28’ in 2 foot increments. 
Knocks down for reduced shipping costs. Choose open or closed sides and ends when ordering.

DT2010-O
modular Wooden organic Table

dT2010 | orGANIc dry TAbLe

DTR401BAN

www.alcodesigns.com  |  800.228.2346

DTR401E

INSTAllING SQUARE BAR TRAYS BRACKETS TO SQUARE BAR
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Modular produce table with or without optional shelving all around for cross merchandising. Knocks Down for reduced shipping costs.  
Comes complete with a set of our risers for an impactful presentation with minimum product in place. Shown here with accessories  
(sold separately). Available 10’ to 28’ [305 to 336cm] in 2 foot [61cm] increments. Choose open or closed sides ends when ordering.

DT2010
modular Wooden Produce Table

DT2010C
closed

DT2010S
Shelves

DT2010SE
Shelves end

DT2010lE
Low end closed

DT2010lE-S
Le Shelves

dT2010 | dry TAbLe

3/8”[1cm] glass front fence

dual bumper guards

your choice
of risers

metal boots for durability

optional logo available

all around solid lumber construction
heavy duty 

aluminum corners
open ends maximizes visibility, 

closed ends also available

levelers attached at 
each post to offset 

uneven floors
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DT2011
7’ [214cm] Steel Frame Wood Table

DT2011-E
6’x6’[183x183cm] Steel Frame Wood Table

DT201163
6’x3’[183x92cm] Steel Frame Wood Table

Contemporary steel framed dry table with wood accents. Open shelving all around provide ample cross merchandising space. Talk to your sales 
representative for more information on leasing the shelf space and watch as your new dry table increases sales in your produce section and 
pays for itself. High profile risers create a massive presentation using minimal product reducing spoilage and increasing your bottom line.
Available Sizes
DT2011-72 72”×264”×67¼” [183×671×171cm]
DT2011-84 84”×264”×67¼” [214×671×171cm]

With the same construction as the 
DT2011, two ends back to back 
create a square island perfect as 
an accent piece or to fill a smaller 
footprint. With two shelf levels and 
a high profile riser, you will able 
to create a massive presentation 
with minimal products from all four 
sides. This unit knocks down for 
easy shipping.

Excellent for small spaces. Open shelves for maximum 
cross merchandising. High profile risers create a massive 
presentation and are made of non-absorbant ABS material 
for easy cleaning and sanitizing.

optional clear acrylic middle divider

optional clear dividers black ABS risers

bumper guards

enclosed bottom

clear glass fence

price tag holder

open shelves maximize visibility

optional pricing kit

KNOCKED DOWN
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dT2011 | dry TAbLe
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DRY TABlE RISERS
All styles of risers are interchangeable to create the 

inventory levels + visual presentation you desire.  

MODUlAR DRY TABlES
Create your own modular dry table to 

your specifications.

CUSTOM TABlE lENGTHS
Design your own custom size table, or 
expand your table any time with our 
easy to fit modules. Configurations allow 
for tables from 6 feet [183cm] long. 

REVERSIBlE MODUlES
Most modules are reversible giving you 

the option of cross merchandising during 
high volume seasons or an attractive table 

facade during low volume periods. 

TABlE WIDTH OPTIONS
Our dry tables come in 3 standard 
table widths for you to chose from: 

5’, 6’ or 7’ [153, 183 or 214cm] wide.  

Table heights come standard  
at 35”[89cm].  

35” [89cm]

7’ [214cm]6’ [183cm]5’ [153cm]

THe moduLAr dry TAbLe
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peg board inserts (OPT-P)
aluminum corners (AlC) 

Standard on all tables

bumper (BUMP)

scale holder (T) (PRSC2)

price track system (PTHW)

twist tie cup (BDCU)

refrigerated Table Skirtcustomize your Table With your Store Logo

clear bulk bins (DTBB)

price channel (PTHC)

shelves (DTSV)

vertical bag dispenser (BD4)

scale (DTSC)

dT400 | oPTIoNS

Different skirt styles for your refrigerated tables available. Our skirts help 
you maintain a consistent look with your existing department. Comes with 
built-in access door for refrigerated table maintenance.
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DT401
modular dry Table
Modular Dry Table featuring one side with an orchard frame and 
vertical decorative slats and the reverse side of each module comes 
standard with shadow box shelving. Custom logo available.

DT400
modular dry Table
Modular Dry Table with shadow box shelving 
all around. This model is non-reversible. 
Comes complete with your choice of risers.

dT400 | dry TAbLe

DT402
modular dry Table
Modular Dry Table featuring one side with an orchard frame and a 
Z-bar and the reverse side of each module has standard shadow 
box shelving. Custom logo available.
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DT400-lE
modular dry Table with Low end caps
The low end cap on this Modular Dry Table allows for a dramatic 
and massive display of produce using little product. Custom logo 
available. 

DT406
modular dry Table
Modular Dry Table featuring one side with an orchard frame with vertical 
decorative slats and a Z-bar and the reverse side of each module comes 
with optional shadow box shelving. Custom logo available.

DT100
Arched Panel Table
This table features a classic slat side with arched panels. A fresh 
approach to the produce table, smooth and clean lines add a new 
look to your department. Available 10’ to 28’ [120 to 336cm] in 2 foot 
[144cm] increments.
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dT400 | dry TAbLe

DT403
Slat Sided modular dry Table
Modular Dry Table with horizontal slat sides is a modern, clean look 
for your department. Comes standard with shadow box shelving on 
the reverse side so you can cross merchandise as necessary.

DT403-W
Wide Slat Sided modular dry Table
like our DT403 but with a wider slat gives a slightly different look. 
Optional shadow box shelving on the reverse side if each module is 
easily accessible when needed.

DT400-M
melamine modular dry Table
Modular Dry Table with shadow box shelving all around, 

(non-reversible).
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DT400-4x6
dry Table
Great dry table option for small departments.  
Comes complete with shelves all around.

DTW4x6
complete 4x6 dry Table
This retro style dry table has a farm-stand look with a throw back 
design. Comes complete with riser and signage.

DT405
dry Table
Streamlined style look giving a modern feel to your produce department.
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dry TAbLe
DT700
contemporary round end Table
Round end table with different 3 step 
risers. Built-in 2 level shelves with lighting 
for enhancing product visibility. Modular 
dry table with 24” and 36” midsections 
allowing room for expansion.

DT800
contemporary modular dry Table
This is not your average Dry Table. If you’re looking for something new, this could be it. 
Clean sleek lines give this table contemporary visual appeal like no other table. 

Great for all your organics or for a colorful tropical display.  Available with or  
without pricing and also in a smooth side version made of high pressure  
laminate. Either way you order it this table is a head turner.   
Available 10’ to 28’ [305 to 336cm] in 4 foot [122cm] increments.  
Other risers available.

Clean sleek lines give this table contemporary visual appeal like no other table. 

Great for all your organics or for a colorful tropical display.  Available with or 
without pricing and also in a smooth side version made of high pressure 

Available 10’ to 28’ [305 to 336cm] in 4 foot [122cm] increments. 
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DT701
round end modular dry Table
With the different level of risers, acrylic 
fences, bag holder and a price track 
system, this dry table surely stands on its 
own. Modular dry table with 24”[61cm] 
midsections allow room for expansion.

DT702
contemporary modular dry Table
Table offers a contemporary look and allows for 
a variety of trays that can be selected for center 
section. Rectangular or round endcap options.
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A combination of shelves for RPCs and wired frame endcaps make this 
an interesting dry table for your produce department. This table has 
storage below for additional product. Folding doors conceal the product.

DT1601
round dry Table

dry TAbLe
DT600
organic Table
Organic table includes 4ft center 
section and 2 different end caps. 
Great table for small quantity 
presentation. Optional lED 
lighting available. 

an interesting dry table for your produce department. This table has 
storage below for additional product. Folding doors conceal the product.
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Full stand alone dry table with price track. 
Dry table display can be designed as a middle 
island display or placed against a store wall. 
Solid wood construction.
Available Options
TSC  Dry Table
TSC-DS Dry Table Double Sided
TSC-E Dry Table Endcap

TSC
modular dry Wall

DTC201
multilevel dry Table
Upgrade the feel of your produce 
department with this visual 
presentation. Display showcases 
three rows. Great for RPC or 
boxed product. Added to this 
display is the chalk signage. 
Shown with optional RPCs.
Available Risers
BNT103W  Banana Endcap
DTC201 Middle Center Section
DTC201E Dry Table Endcap
DTC202E Dry Table Endcap with Shelves

DTC201E

BNT103W

DTC202E

www.alcodesigns.com  |  800.228.2346
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dry TAbLe

High volume, heavy duty steel produce table is designed to last! Durable powder coating over steel and modular design for merchandising flexibility. 
Mix and match with shadowbox shelves or solid sides – 8’[244cm] wide ends and 6’[183cm] wide center sections. Complete table includes all risers. 
Available in black or green. Shown here with accessories (sold separately).

DTS900
Steel dry Table

DT404
6X6 variety Table
Unique set of risers and trays give this table a 
contemporary look. Trays increase variety  
and keep shoppers interest.  

Available Trays
PR241       18”×13½”×2½” [46×35×7cm]
PR242       18”×10½”×2½” [46×27×7cm] INSIDE 5½” [14cm]
PR243       18”×10½”×2½” [46×27×7cm] INSIDE 6” [16cm]

unique riser and trays
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An octagon version of our DT800, this table makes shopping easy 
from all angles. Contains eight compartments with shelves below for 
cross merchandising. Compact and self contained dry table shown 
here with optional wood “T” for hanging scales (sold separately). 
Will make a great addition to your produce department.

DT800S
octagon contemporary modular dry Table

A smaller version 
of our DT800, 
this completely 
round table makes 
shopping easy 
from all angles. 

Match your 
store decor 
with this high 
pressure 
laminate table, 
will showcase 
your produce 
in a sleek and 
stylish way.

DT800R
6’[183cm] round Wood dry Table

DT800R-m
6’[183cm] round Plastic or Laminate dry Table

Sell bananas 
from this atractive 
shop around  
table. Four level 
stepped banana 
riser makes this 
a winner display. 
Raised panel style 
design with deep 
shelves for cross 
merchandising.

Similar to our 
DT802, this display 
is perfect for selling 
small items or small 
quantities. Riser 
holds the many 
trays in place. 
Great for selling 
a variety of small 
produce.

DT802
banana dry Table

DT803
round variety Table

from this atractive 

Raised panel style 
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A practical and versatile banana table. Durable wood construction with a slat 
side orchard bin look. Display is designed to move a high volume of bananas. 
Available Risers
DTRE61  Endcap Riser 57”×60”×27½” [145 ×153×70cm]
DTR61  Middle Riser 15”×60”×27½” [38 ×153×70cm]

bANANA TAbLe

A practical and versatile banana table. Durable wood construction with a slat 
side orchard bin look. Display is designed to move a high volume of bananas. 

DTR61E

DTR61

DTR61-TABLe
orchard Style, High Profile banana Table

BlBNT
banana bin

DTR401-TABLe
banana Table

BNT101
oval banana Table

BLS36BAN
banana display

Feature bananas in this simple wooden 
bin. Optional heavy wood center pole 
with metal hooks to display the bananas 
easily. A great accent piece to add to your 
produce department. 

With four square bins and a banana riser, we have created 
an attractive banana display. Also available is the  
DTR401-BB to minimize banana bruising. Back to back 
risers shown here.

Oval banana table makes a focal 
point of your #1 selling item in the 
produce department. Built in divider 
allows you to display regular and 
organic bananas on the same table 
without cross contamination.

Double sided banana riser turns your 3”×3”[92×92cm] 
orchard bin into a banana display. Put 2 or more side by side 
for a dramatic run and watch banana sales go up. Banana 
riser  shown sitting atop BlS36 bin.

anana Table
Oval banana table makes a focal 
point of your #1 selling item in the 
produce department. Built in divider 
allows you to display regular and 
organic bananas on the same table 
without cross contamination.

Feature bananas in this simple wooden 
bin. Optional heavy wood center pole 
with metal hooks to display the bananas 
easily. A great accent piece to add to your 
produce department. produce department. produce department. 

steel boots 
add durability
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BNT103
Steel Framed 
High Profile 
banana display

DT801
7’[214cm] round banana Table

BNT103W
High Profile banana display

Upright steel framed 
banana display with 
heavy duty plastic coated 
fabric that conforms to 
the individual shape of 
the bananas. Convenient 
storage drawers provide 
stock on the sales floor 
for an economic labor 
model. Shown with 
optional canopy  
and banana  
hooks.

Classic round table with a 4 step riser showcases your bananas. Massive 
presentation will increases sales of your #1 selling product in produce. 
Double row of bumpers is standard - optional signage available.

This is our BNT103 
with an attractive wood 
wood wrap and same 
steel frame with fabric to 
cradle your bananas.

Impressive banana display from all four sides. 5 step level riser in 
stadium style presentation makes this display a winner.  Under the 
table, you can house banana boxes on carts with wheels allowing quick 
restocking when needed. Optional sign and bag holders available.

BNT104
High Profile banana display

BNT104-CART
cart for banana 

boxes

table, you can house banana boxes on carts with wheels allowing quick 
restocking when needed. Optional sign and bag holders available.
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DTBx-616
Apple box dry Table
Economical apple box dry table comes complete with metal scale T 
and sign rail. A cost effective way to  create a massive presentation 
in your produce department. Apple Boxes not included.  
Available 11’, 16’, 21’, 26’ [132, 192, 252, 312cm].

DTBx-66
Apple box cube Table
This economical cube works 
well in smaller departments 
or in addition to the larger 
version of this table to create 
variety in merchandising 
your department. Apple 
Boxes not included.

Stack your produce boxes, add a top and now 
you have an economical produce display!

APPLe boX ToPS
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DT4840-R
banana box Top

DTD4840
banana box Top

Similar to the DTD4840-2 but with “Roof Top” rise to highlight 
your product better. Optional aluminum corners for a snug fit 
available.

Re-purpose your banana boxes to create an economical display.  
Flat top creates a versatile merchandising surface.  

DT4820
banana box Top

DTD4840-2
banana box Top

DTD4840-TABlE
banana box Top dry Table

Tray top + base re-purpose 3, 6 or 9 banana boxes to create desired 
height for an extender or put 3 together at different heights to create 
a multil-level flat top display.  

Box top fits over 6, 12 or 18 banana boxes to create desired height for 
an inexpensive display surface. Shown here with optional RPC’s, top 
fits 5 standard size RPC’s perfectly for easy merchandising.  

Table top fits over 72 banana boxes to create 
a sturdy dry table presentation. Complete 
with optional scale T holders, price track 
systems and step risers makes this table 
impressive at an affordable price budget.

bANANA boX ToPS



PRSC2W
Wood Scale Holder “T”

PRSC2WJ
yoke Wood Scale Holder “T”

PRSC2
Steel Scale Holder “T”

POST&WIRE
Post and Wire Kit

Give your department a ‘rustic’ feel.   
T’s are bold and beautiful. Use with wire 
pricing kit or black price track system.

Give your department a farm fresh feel.  
Use this unique scale holder, or work 
with our design team to design a new 
style just for your store.

Conveniently holds hanging scale at 
customer level. Made of durable steel 
with black powder coat finish. Available 
for 6’[183cm] (PRSC2-6) and 7’[214cm] 
(PRSC2-7) tables.

Our most economical sign kit option. 
Wooden posts with adjustable tension wire 
for use with hanging signs or with our slotted 
pricing channel.

PRSC-POST  |  PRSC-BEAM
Post and beam
Solid wood construction. Heavy duty 
design. Sturdy post for hanging price kit 
signs.

PTSR
Slotted rail Price Tracking

Clean and polished look for pricing,  
1 and 2 sided channels available. 
Also Available
1-sided panels with 2,3,4,5 and 6 slots
2-sided panels with 5 and 6 slots only

PTHW
Slotted rail Price Tracking with 
Wood Frame
Make pricing a breeze with this attractive 
wood frame that matches the look of the 
dry table. Plastic tracking is long lasting 
and durable.

PF1
Front Fence

Durable clear plastic withstands heavy loads 
while showcasing the product and keeping 
it in place. Also available with an aluminum 
base, as shown. Order in 3/16”[.48cm], 
1/4”[.64cm], or 3/8”[.95cm] thickness.

OPT-P
Peg board Inserts
Increase sales by cross merchandising 
and utilizing typically ‘dead’ space 
under table. Great for packaged spices 
or bag candy. 

PRSC-POST

PRSC-BEAM
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dry TAbLe AcceSSorIeS
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BUMP
bumper 

lOGO
Store Logo

PTHC
1 Slot Price Tag channel

DTBB
clear bulk bins

AlC
Aluminum corners

DTSV
Shelves 

EMC
elegant Lighted canopy 

Protect your investment from unattractive 
nicks and scratches by repelling 
damaging carts with this rubber bumper, 
Available in black, green, red or blue.

Branding is the ultimate way to 
customize your table. Send us your logo 
and we can cut it into the side of the 
table.

Display appropriate prices of items, 
durable black plastic matches trim of 
your table, holds 1-1/4”[3cm] tags.

Constructed from thick and durable 
plastic, Aluminum channels for durability 
and clear bin front pulls out of track for 
cleaning efficiency.

Now standard on every table! Protects 
your table from renegade shopping cart 
drivers, Attractive black trim matches 
trim of your table.

The Modular table gives you the option 
of displaying merchandise on shelves 
to increase impulse buys by displaying 
related products on shelves. 

Give your produce department a presence that will 
stand out from your competitors. light fixture enhances 
the look of your produce.
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BDCU
bag Holder cup
Holds bag ties and sits on top of vertical 
bag dispenser. Made of matching black 
powder-coated steel.

PRSC
Scale Stand
Black base with clear guard elevates and 
protects the scale. It also retrofits to existing 
tables to keep product from interfering with 
the scale function.

BD4
vertical bag dispenser
Designed to accommodate many different 
bag sizes, long lasting construction, mounts 
to any flat surface black powder-coat finish.

BSHM-19
Scale and bag Holder Table
Solid heavy metal construction.  
Three wall compartment provides 
maximum protection for the scale. 
Attached on left is the tube for  
quick plastic bag refill.  
Scale not included.

DTBD
recessed bag dispenser
The ideal solution to the typically messy 
conventional bag dispenser. Can be 
added to any new or existing dry table 
(Includes twist-tie storage area).

DTT404
dry Table Top edge
Replacement modular table top will 
replace broken or damaged center table 
tops. For use with our DT400 series 
of dry table. Rounded corners prevent 
bruising.
Also Available
DTT404-36       36” [92cm] module
DTT404-48       48” [122cm] module
DTT405            72” [183cm] module

DTT406E
dry Table Top edge For ends
Replacement modular end table top will 
replace broken or damaged end table tops. 
For use with our DT400 series of dry table. 
Easy to mount, remove and clean.
Also Available
DTT406E-5       5’ [153cm]
DTT406E-6       6’ [183cm]
DTT406E-7       7’ [214cm]

DTSC
Hanging Scale
A shopping necessity: 
8”[21cm] diameter 
dial, two sided,  
22 lbs [10kg] capacity,  
12”[31cm] diameter  
stainless steel pan.   
Shows  
Kilos + Pounds.

dry TAbLe AcceSSorIeS
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AP-C12
Stainless Tubular rail corner

AP-B
Stainless corner bollard 

AP-CG 
Stainless corner Guard
Available Size
APCG-618  -  6”x18”

APR  |  AP-RC
Stainless Tubular rail - Straight + rail cap

Available Sizes
AP-B24  -  24” High [61cm]
AP-B32  -  32” High [82cm]

Available Sizes
AP-R72  -  72” [183cm]
AP-R48  -  48” [122cm]
AP-R36  -  36” [92cm]

DTST-55
Table Top Scale
This table-top scale will help you keep a 
low-profile look in your department. The scale 
comes with a detachable bowl and can be 
placed on a “stand-alone” side-table or on top 
of your existing produce table. 55 lbs capacity. 

DTBH
banana Hooks
Hang bunches of bananas to add 
another dimension of visual appeal to 
your dry table. Metal hooks attached to 
wood posts with screws (provided).

DTMH
melon Hoops
Enhance the presentation with these 
melon hoops. Can be used for watermelon, 
honeydew or cantalope. Metal hoops attach 
to wood posts with screws (provided).
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Protect your investment and keep your tables looking newer longer. High polish stainless steel gives an attractive look with several 
choices for strategically placed rails or guards that protect against damaging carts.  



30o

22½”
[57cm]

5¾”
[15cm]

5¾”
[15cm]

5”
[13cm]

5”
[13cm]

5¾”
[15cm]

DTR415
modular dry Table riser
Our most popular riser! 4 steps for most of your produce merchandising needs.  
Top step is removable to allow for more inventory or larger items.
Available Sizes
DTR415-24  24”×54”×21”
 [61×137×54cm]
DTR415-36  36”×54”×21”
 [92×137×54cm]
DTR415-48  48”×54”×21”
 [122×137×54cm]

Optional Dividers
DTR415DB 
DTR415DC
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4¾”
[12cm]

2¾”
[7cm]

4¼”
[11cm]

5¾”
[15cm]

5¾”
[15cm]

5¾”
[15cm]

5¾”
[15cm]

4”
[10cm]

27¾”
[71cm]

5¾”
[15cm]

DTR70P
Three Shelves dry Table riser Add on
Simple design with three shelf riser 
for your dry table. Make your produce 
stand out. This riser is great for fruits like 
pineapple or papaya.

DTR415-RPC
modular dry Table riser
This add-on riser converts DTR415 riser 
from step riser to RPC riser.

DTR415-BAN
modular dry Table banana riser
This add-on riser converts the DTR415 
step riser to a banana riser.

DTR415-3C
modular dry Table riser
This add-on riser converts DTR415 riser 
into a 3 compartment riser.

7ft
[214cm] 
table
riser

5ft
[153cm] 
table
riser

dry TAbLe rISerS



14”

3¾”

[36cm]

15½”
[40cm]

11¾”
[30cm]
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5”
[13cm] 34¾”

[89cm]

9½”

8½”

[24cm]

[22cm]

10¾”
[28cm]

27¾”
[71cm]

18”
[46cm]

3½”
[9cm]3½”

[9cm]
7”

[18cm]

7”
[18cm]

4½”
[12cm]

4¼”[11cm]

4¼”[11cm]

4¼”[11cm]

4”[10cm]

36
[93cm]

10¾”
[28cm]

10¾”
[17cm]

3¾” [10cm]

55 [15cm]

7”
[18cm]

8¼”
[21cm]

12
[31cm]

17”
[43cm]

17”
[43cm]

17”
[43cm]

17”
[43cm]

DTR40
Slant modular dry Table riser
For low to mid profile merchandising. Use 
this single tall step with lip and product stop 
to give a massive presentation with minimum 
product. Built in product stop and center 
divider for perfect separation.
Available Sizes
DTR40-24  24”×54”×18” [61×137×46cm]
DTR40-36  36”×54”×18” [92×137×46cm]
DTR40-48  48”×54”×18” [122×137×46cm]

Optional Dividers
DTR40DB 
DTR40DC

DTR55
High volume box Table riser
2-sided riser for use with apple box tables. 
Allows for a high volume of product with a 
mass presentation. Built-in center divider 
provides side to side separation and 3” 
front lip holds product on the table.
Optional Dividers
DTR55DB  
DTR55DC

DTR1808
one Step Two Sided dry Table riser
Create a high profile presentation with a 
minimum of product with this one step 
riser. Great for use with apple stacker 
trays. Center divider separates sides.
Optional Dividers 
DTR1808DB 
DTR1808DC

DTR54
Slant dry Table riser
For use on existing flat Dry Tables 
or our DT400 series tables. Ideal for 
merchandising boxed products or RPC’s. 
Can be perforated for refrigerated tables. 
Strong enough for heavy loads.
Optional Dividers
DTR54DB 
DTR54DC

DTR42
High Profile modular Table riser
Get the lift that you have been searching 
for, the slant design gives you the taller 
presentation that is great for high profile 
merchandising.
Available Sizes
DTR42-24  24”×54”×21” [61×137×54cm]
DTR42-36  36”×54”×21” [92×137×54cm]
DTR42-48  48”×54”×21” [122×137×54cm]

Optional Dividers
DTR42DB 
DTR42DC

DTR56
rPc riser
Riser is designed to hold 2 RPC’s per side.  
Slanted design to give you maximum control 
over the placement of your product.  
Great for RPC’s or boxed product!

7ft
[214cm] 
table
riser

5ft
[153cm] 
table
riser

5ft
[153cm] 
table
riser
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dry TAbLe rISerS

3”
[8cm] 5½”

[14cm]

5”
[13cm]

9¾”
[25cm]

8½”
[22cm]

10”
[26cm]

10¼”
[26cm]

3¼”
[9cm]

27¾”
[71cm]

18”
[46cm]

65o

34”
[87cm]

1”
[3cm]

3”
[8cm]

8½”
[21cm]

10”
[26cm]

9”
[23cm]

3”
[8cm]

7”
[18cm]

7”
[18cm]

4½”
[12cm]

6¾”
[17cm]

13”
[33cm]

7”
[18cm]

PRDT12
double Sided Killion Table riser

Incorporate this into your table display for 
taller, fuller presentation. Center divider 
separates both sides. Designed to raise the 
profile of Killion Fiberglass Dry Tables.
Optional Dividers
PRDT12DB 
PRDT12DC

DTR70
Large Slanted Table riser
Simple and practical, this high riser is designed 
to make the display presentation show an 
abundance of produce. Designed for a 6ft 
[183cm] size table. Additional riser is available 
to accommodate a 7ft [214cm] size table.
Available Sizes
DTR70  6ft [183cm] Table
DTR60 7ft [214cm] Table

DTR61
banana riser
Two sided produce riser. On one side 
of riser, the steps are curved smooth 
for banana while the other side, a more 
versatile stepped riser. Made from durable 
and easy to clean ABS plastic.

PRDT14
double Sided dry Table riser

Achieve a taller and fuller looking 
presentation from both sides of your 
table. The built in center divider provides 
for a clean separation of merchandise.
Optional Dividers
PRDT14DB 
PRDT14DC

PR91
double Sided High-Profile 
Table riser
The perfect riser for an all around high profile 
look, 3 product stops to minimize product 
roll. Permanent center divider for perfect 
separation of merchandise.
Available Sizes
PR91-24  24”×54”×20” [61×137×51cm]
PR91-36  36”×54”×20” [92×137×51cm]
PR91-48  48”×54”×20” [122×137×51cm]

Optional Dividers
PR91DB 
PR91DC

DTR415-TRAY
4 Step dry Table riser
Step riser that goes with DTR415. 
Top riser has a special shelf for small 
produce.

7ft
[214cm] 
table
riser
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9½”
[24cm]

9¾”
[25cm]

9½”
[24cm]

10”
[26cm]

34”
[87cm]

9½”
[24cm]

34”
[87cm]

9¾”
[25cm]

9½”
[24cm]

10”
[26cm]

8¾”
[23cm]

10¼”
[26cm]

6¼”
[16cm]5¼”

[14cm]

PRDT11
Single Sided dry Table riser
Simple, yet practical, this single sided riser 
has an adjustable top to eliminate the gap 
behind the riser. Also available in a width of 
12”[31cm] to accommodate any length table.
Optional Dividers
PRDT11DB 
PRDT11DC

PRDT13
Single Sided riser Insert
Our 12”[31cm] wide version of our PRDT11 
has an adjustable top to eliminate the gap 
behind the riser, for any standard or custom 
size table.
Optional Dividers
PRDT13DB 
PRDT13DC

PR90J
Low Profile dry Table riser
Give height with a minimum of product. 
An intermediate size of our PR90 series 
that can be used on Dry Tables or as a 
wet rack riser, also has an adjustable 
top to eliminate the gap behind the riser, 
great for multi deck cases.

Optional Dividers
PR90JDB 
PR90JDC

9¾”
[25cm]

11¼”
[29cm]

7¾”
[20cm]

9¼”
[24cm]

10¾”
[28cm]

36”
[92cm]

2”[5cm]

43½”
[111cm]

2” [5cm]

PRW101
Large Slanted Wedge riser

Minimize labor by simplifying rotation and 
convert your island case end caps into one 
touch. Can be perforated for refrigerated cases. 
2”[5cm] front holds boxes or RPC’s in place.

PRW103
Slant Wedge riser

Strong enough to hold heavy loads. For use 
on flat Dry Tables or orchard bins. Can be 
perforated for refrigerated cases. Ideal for 
merchandising boxed products or RPC’s.

DTR900
Three Step dry Table riser

For use with our DT900 dry table, 3-step 
design creates very high profile, eye-catching 
look and front lip holds product in place.



28”
[71cm]

48¾”
[124cm]

10¾”
[28cm]

10½”
[27cm]

8½”
[22cm]

68”
[173cm]

68”
[173cm]

15
[41cm]7½”3

8

7
8

[19cm]
4¼”
[11cm]

4¼”[11cm]

4 [11cm]

7
[19cm]

1 8

7¼”
[19cm]

11½”
[23cm]

24¾”
[63cm]

13½”
[35cm]

11¼”
[29cm]17¼”

[44cm]

29”
[74cm]

20”
[51cm]

22¾”
[58cm]

68”
[173cm]

4”[10cm]

2” [5cm]

5”[13cm]

5¾”[15cm]
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DTR40E
Slant modular dry Table 
end riser
The companion to DTR40 center riser 
features a built in bulk head. Easy to 
merchandise with its slant front.
Optional Dividers
DTR40EDB 
DTR40EDC

DTR415E
Four Step modular Table 
end riser
The companion to our 
DTR415 center riser features a 
removable top step for deeper 
inventory levels or larger items 
and a built in bulk head.
Optional Dividers
DTR415EDB 
DTR415EDC

DTR42E
Hi-Profile modular Table 
end riser
The companion to our DTR42 
center riser. Slant design is ideal 
for creating a ‘waterfall’ look with 
high volume presentation.
Optional Dividers
DTR42EDB 
DTR42EDC

DTR54E
Slant dry Table end riser

This riser is for use on existing flat Dry 
Tables or orchard bins and ideal for 
merchandising boxed products or RPC’s. 
Can be perforated for refrigerated tables
Available Sizes
DTR40E-54  54”×28”×22½” [137×71×57cm]
DTR40E-68  68”×28”×22½” [173×71×57cm]

DTR55E
High volume box Table 
end riser
End cap riser for use with apple box table 
(DTBx). Creates a bold presentation with a 
high volume of product. Built-in bulkhead 
separates the product displayed on the end 
cap from the center section of the table.

DTR50E
modular bin dry Table end riser

A great riser, combining the best 
features of our clear front risers and 
organizer, 2-tier merchandising with clear 
removable front fences on both tiers, 
merchandise up to 8 different products.

dry TAbLe eNd rISerS

7ft
[214cm] 
table
riser

7ft
[214cm] 
table
riser

5ft
[153cm] 
table
riser

5ft
[153cm] 
table
riser



6”
[16cm]

6”
[16cm]

6”
[16cm]

6½”
[17cm]

5½”[14cm]

5½”[14cm]

5½”[14cm]

12¾”
[33cm]

5½”[14cm]

6¼”[16cm]

29”
[74cm]

8¼”
[21cm]

8½”
[22cm] 81½”

[207cm]

7½”
[19cm]

18”
[46cm]

4”
[10cm]

10”
[26cm]

34½”
[88cm]

10”
[26cm]
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DTR45E
4 Step dry Table end riser 
for Low endcap Table
Stepped design is ideal for creating a 
dynamic high profile presentation. Made 
from durable and easy to clean ABS plastic.
Optional Dividers
DTR45EDB 
DTR45EC

DTSR101E
Steel Table 4-Step end riser

Dividers for added strength and organization 
on this 4 step high profile end riser. Creates 
a massive presentation.

DTR401E-BAN
4 Step banana dry Table end 
riser
End riser for displaying bananas. Massive 
end presentations gives an impressive look 
for your dry table.

DTR401E
curved dry Table end riser & 
Add on Top
For use with existing dry tables or 
modular cubes, extends merchandising 
presentation over the edge of the table. 
Optional top can be installed or removed 
for a lower presentation.

DTR900E
Three Step dry Table end 
riser
End riser matches DTR900, for massive end 
presentations, built in bulk head to keep end 
separate. Can be used on existing Dry Tables 
or our DT900 table or your 7’[214cm] wide 
table.
Optional Dividers
DTR900EDB 
DTR900EDC

PRDT11E
dry Table bulk end riser

A versatile end riser to merchandise your 
loose or bagged bulk items. Designed to be 
used on existing Dry Tables with a flat top. 
Available in two sizes to fit most any table.
Available Sizes
PRDT11E  56”×29”×14” [143×74×36cm]
PRDT11ES  42”×27”×11” [107×69×28cm]

Optional Dividers
PRDT11ESDB 
PRDT11ESDC

27”
[69cm]

8”
[21cm]

5½”
[14cm]

4¾”[12cm]

4¾”[12cm]

4¾”[12cm]

8”
[21cm]

8”
[21cm] 28”

[71cm]

8½”
[22cm]

3¼”[9cm]

10¼”
[26cm]

5ft
[153cm] 
table
riser



5”[13cm]

5”[13cm]

5”[13cm]

16½”
[42cm]8½”

[22cm]
8½”

[22cm]
8½”

[22cm]
7½”

[19cm]
5¾”

[15cm]
6”

[16cm]
6” 6”

[16cm] 4”[10cm]

4”[10cm]

4”[10cm]

3¾”[10cm]
2½”[7cm]

5¼”
[14cm]

7¼”
[19cm]

7½”
[19cm]

16”
[41cm]

5”
[13cm]

6”
[16cm]

4¼”[11cm]

4¼”[11cm]

13¾”
[35cm]

3½”
[9cm]

7”
[18cm]

3½”[9cm]

3½”[9cm]

3½”[9cm]

[17cm]
6¾” 6¾”
[17cm]

16¼”
[42cm]

7½”
[19cm]

7½”
[19cm]

4¼”
[11cm]

4”[10cm]

4¼”[11cm]

4¼”[11cm]
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36”
[92cm]

51”
[130cm]

21”
[54cm]

4”
[11cm]

33”
[84cm]

PR580E
Half moon Stepped end riser
This unique half-moon stepped design to 
creates visual interest in your department and 
can be used on round or square end display 
resulting in a high profile presentation that 
can be seen from all angles.
Optional Dividers
PR580EDB 
PR580EDC

PR81
Four Step dry Table end riser
The flat steps are perfect for arranging 
packaged items like berry baskets or dry 
bagged items. Features a built in bulk head.
Optional Dividers
PR81DB 
PR81DC

PR86
Six Step dry Table end riser
Create the engaging display that you 
want with this six step riser, which can 
accommodate a large variety of items. It’s 
great for seasonal or themed displays, 
ribbed edges to hold product.
Optional Dividers
PR86DB 
PR86DC

DTRE70
one Step High Profile end riser
Table end riser to display an abundance of 
produce. Optional add-on riser available.
Optional Sizes
DTRE70 6ft [183cm] Table
DTRE60 7ft [214cm] Table
DTRET70
DTRET60

PR91E
dry Table end riser
Add dimension to your flat dry table. This high 
profile riser is very versatile. The bottom step 
can be cut to lower the profile, if necessary.
Optional Dividers
PR91EDB 
PR91EDC

PR591E
Half moon Angled end riser
Change up the mundane with this unique 
half-moon slant design, can be used on both 
round or square end displays. The slanted 
design is ideal for most products.
Optional Dividers
PR591EDB 
PR591EDC

dry TAbLe eNd rISerS

7ft
[214cm] 
table
riser
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17”
[43cm] 6¾”

[17cm]
6¾”

[17cm]
6¾”

[17cm]

15½”
[40cm]

68”
[173cm]

3½” [9cm]

28”
[71cm]

5” [13cm]

5”[13cm]

11”
[28cm]

11”
[28cm]

DTRE61
banana end riser

DTR44E
High volume banana riser

DTR801E
7’[214cm] banana end riser

DTR71
banana end riser

DTR56E
rPc end riser

High profile banana end riser. Perfect for a 
dry table.

2 step banana riser is designed for use with 
our DT400 series of Dry Tables but can 
also be used on existing dry table. Optional 
bruise buster pad available (DTR44E-BB).

High volume 7’[214cm] wide banana riser 
creates a massive display.

Banana riser creates a massive display. 
Great in an endcap table.

2-step slant RPC end riser holds RPC’s or 
boxed product.

PR88x
expandable banana end riser

DTR72
Two Step end riser

DTR43E
modular dry Table banana end riser

This extendable, high capacity banana riser 
features curved steps to hold to craddle 
the bananas. Ideal for larger dry tables. 
Adjustable from 64” to 80” [163 to 204cm].

Ideal for endcap table. Step riser makes this 
ideal for quick turnaround produce.

Curved steps designed specifically for 
displaying bananas, melons or other 
rounded profile large fruits. Optional bruise 
buster pad available (DTR43E-BB).

8”
[21cm]

8”
[21cm]

8” 8”
[21cm] 5½”[14cm]

5½”[14cm]

5½”[14cm]

5½”[14cm]

5½”
[14cm]

5½”
[14cm]

5½”
[14cm]

5½”
[14cm]

36”
[92cm]

3¼”[9cm]

3¼”[9cm]
3¼”[9cm]

3¼”[9cm]

7ft
[214cm] 
table
riser



DC115
Five Step display cart
Modern and contemporary cart design. Five levels for 
your produce display, great for cross merchandising. 
Cart extends from 40” to 80”[102 to 204cm).
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SIDE VIEWSIDE VIEW

DC400E

DC400  |  DC400E
High Profile riser display cart

DC116
Two Step display cart

A unique display to feature in your produce department. The riser 
dummies out the produce giving a massive presentation with minimal 
product. Add on 3-step endcap for more cross merchandising space.

Compact two step cart is great for smaller stores. Casters provide 
mobility so you can feature special items anywhere in the store. 
Shown with optional trays.

cArTS
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DC104
Slant display cart

DC100
Wide Six Step display cart

Slanted front is great for boxed items or 
RPC’s. Use at entrance for promotional/
advertised items.

Multiple shelves allows for multiple items or 
cross merchandising. Use with or without 
plastic trays shown on page 175. Custom 
designs and dimensions also available.
Available Sizes
DC100 48”×73”×37” [122×186×94cm]
DC102  37”×73”×37” [94×186×94cm]

DC105
Slant/Step display cart

DC103
Five Step display cart

Mobile slant style cart with 2 removable steps, 
allows for dramatic presentation. Use with 1 or 
2 steps, or none at all. Top shelf is perfect for 
cross merchandising.

Has an extended rear shelf for additional display and holding area. This display makes a unique 
addition to any produce department. Use with or without optional trays shown on page 175.

DC106
Four Step display cart with 
Pull-out Shelf
Pull out shelf for maximum 
merchandising capability. Easily shopped 
from all sides.

DC109
Four Step compact display cart
A great display for departments or stores with 
limited space, lower and narrower. Designed 
to accommodate three apple boxes across. 
locking casters allow you to roll the cart 
while fully loaded.

DC112
Three Step compact display cart

DC113
Three Step compact display cart

Similar to DC109, this one comes in a bigger 
size cart with three steps instead of four.

Great display for merchandising in any 
department.
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euro TAbLeS
Adjustable top euro tables are an easy way to outfit your produce department. Chose from all 
wood, steel or combination wood + steel tables to create the look and feel you desire in your 
department. A variety of table sizes and features such as pull-out drawer, flip front or multi-
tiered tables are available for you to chose from. Mobile euro tables can also be moved to 
different departments in the store such as the bakery or the front entrance to highlight your 
weekly ad items or seasonal goods. Ideal for displaying boxed items or RPC’s, euro tables 
can help minimize labor costs while maintaining an attractive visual presentation.  
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EU23-48A
48”[122cm] Wide euro Table with Tilt Top drawer

EU23-48A-SW
Slotted Wood euro Table

ET72
72”[183cm] Wide euro Table

Adjustable table top with sliding drawer, wood fronts 
and bumper. Adjustable legs with casters.  
Removable 12”[31cm] extension converts this to a 
36”[92cm] deep table. Pull out drawer has tilt top 
ability (See position C below).
Available Sizes
EU23-36A  48”×36” [122×92cm]
EU23-48A  48”×48” [122×122cm]

Convert this euro table into a contemporary 
look with the slotted wood fronts. To enhance 
your produce department in an instant.
Available Sizes
EU23-36A-SW    48”×36” [122×92cm]
EU23-48A-SW    48”×48” [122×122cm]

Adjustable table top in flat or angled position. 
Adjustable legs with casters. Included are two pull out 
rolling storage carts for restocking produce supply. 

euro TAbLeS

PoSITIoN A 
PoSITIoN b 

PoSITIoN c
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euro TAbLeS
EU45
Slatted Wood euro Table
Slim line euro table has a slatted wood design. Built-in 
unique pull out drawer for stacking produce boxes and 
providing a built-in spill off presentation.

oPTIoNAL SHeLveS

EU45 EU45S

EU45-ExT-BRKT-6
Shelf bracket

EU45-ExT-3C
36”[92cm]  
center extension Shelf

EU45-ExT-6l
72”[183cm]  
Left extension Shelf

EU45-ExT-6R
72”[183cm]  
right extension Shelf

2 uNITS bAcK To bAcK

EU45TEU45-SAIl
left, Center or Right 

Extension Shelf

Shelf Bracket

Also available 36”[92cm] width 
(EU45-ExT-3C-BRKT).

Shelf to hold 
apple boxes
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EU45EC
Apple box endcap

EU45-BH
Single Paper bag dispenser

EU45-BH2
double Paper bag dispenser

Great farmstand look with 
your apple boxes. Solid 
bottom platform attached 
with center skeleton that 
holds the flat hard top. 
Fits 24 boxes.

EU45E
Slatted Wood euro Table
End unit completes the slatted wood euro 
table look. Optional box base facilitates a 
built-in spill-off presentation.

oPTIoNAL boX bASe

EU45EB

EU45E
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EU-TS  |  EU-TA
euro Table Starter | Adder

EU-PS  |  EU-PA
euro Table Potato Starter | Adder

Metal frame euro table starter is a great addition to your produce department. Expandable to a larger display by adding 
the Euro Table Adder (EU-TS Table Adder). Holds twelve RPCs or you can switch it up with a couple of potato carts.

Metal frame euro table potato starter is a great addition to your produce department. Expandable to a larger display 
by adding the Euro Table Potato Adder (EU-TA Potato Adder).

the Euro Table Adder (EU-TS Table Adder). Holds twelve RPCs or you can switch it up with a couple of potato carts.

EU-TS
Table Starter

EU-PS
Potato Starter

EU-TS
Table Adder

EU-TA
Potato Adder

euro TAbLeS
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EU-TE2
euro Table endcap

EU-TE3
euro Table banana endcap

EU-TE4
euro Table endcap

Euro table endcap to compliment the euro table or potato 
starter. Two stepped riser on an orchard bin endcap is great 
for feature or ad items. 

Another endcap option. This one has ample 
bottom shelf space for your product. Four stepped 
banana riser makes this display complete.

Another endcap option. Wood orchard bin display 
makes this a classic display. Shelves space on 
side of display and a two stepped riser with 
optional divider makes this an attractive option. 

banana riser makes this display complete. side of display and a two stepped riser with 
optional divider makes this an attractive option. 

EU-TE1
euro Table endcap
Euro table endcap to compliment the euro table 
or potato starter. Sturdy metal frame display. 
Holds seven RPCs. Easy to install.
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EU72144
euro Table
Euro table display with plenty of shelves. Display fitted 
with banana and produce endcaps. Heavy duty casters.

Stand alone euro table. Slanted pyramid shape riser  
keeps the RCPs at an angle for easy produce reach. Plenty of carts at 
the bottom of table to keep restocking produce always at hand. 

Slatted wood design table fits eight RPCs. Great for 
merchandising quick around produce. Sturdy and solid 
build construction frame with heavy duty casters.

EU-RPC
euro Table rPc

EU6450
eight rPcs euro Table

build construction frame with heavy duty casters.

euro TAbLeS

EU-TS-CART
euro Table Potato cart

WxP18
Lime Ladder extender

PR245 - Trays

Fill these up with potato bags. Great for cross 
merchandising. Sturdy metal construction. 
Casters included for mobility.

Get additional selling space with this orchard 
style extender. Great for selling limes or 
lemons. Trays sold separately.Casters included for mobility.
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MB-TABlE
metal orchard Table
Scalable metal wood table. Four stepped risers 
in mid section of table provides a stadium style 
produce display. Add matching endcaps to 
complete the table.

3 sets of three step foldable slatted shelves with 3 sets of 
two step curved shelves with price track strips makes this 
an attractive and unique stand alone wood round display.

MT-SET
multilevel Tables

an attractive and unique stand alone wood round display.

MT-1/3 ROUNDMT-STEP

MT-TRIANGlE
34”x34”x2”

[87x87x5cm]

Optional Cubby
MT-CUBBY 

MT-STEP

MT-1/3 ROUND

MB-END
OBMR-EC RISER

OBM-363633
OBMR-4R RISER
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Wood euro table designed to give an abundant presentation. Endcap table can 
be shown with open shelves for cross merchandising or in reverse to display 
the elegant wood table with/without optional store logo. Modular design gives 
flexible presentation based on the space available.
Available Sizes
ET-CTR-4-FHP Euro Center Table
ET-END-FHP Euro Endcap Table

Optional Parts
ET-FIllER-Rl Table Triangle Filler
ET-PS-2 Table 2”[5cm] Metal Rail
ET-PS-5 Table 5”[13cm] Metal Rail
ET-PS-8 Table 8”[21cm] Metal Rail
ET-SIDERAIl-FHP Table Side Rail 

ET-CTR
euro Table

Euro Endcap Table

Table Triangle Filler
Table 2”[5cm] Metal Rail
Table 5”[13cm] Metal Rail
Table 8”[21cm] Metal Rail
Table Side Rail 

ET-CTR-4-FHP

ET-SIDERAIl-FHP

ET-PS-2,5,8)
(Metal Rail Behind 

Shown Optional  
Wood Front)

ET-FIllER-Rl
(Triangle Side Sail 

To Cover Euro Table  
Side Opening) 

ET-END-FHP

EU101
euro Table
Great display for feature or ad items. Metal frame makes this a sturdy display 
all the way around. This display has compartments for RPCs and slanted risers. 
Optional price sign available. 

EU48168
euro Table
Streamlined design euro table display with price track system. 
Fits up to 24 RPCs with two banana endcaps.
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Deep shelving euro table to handle double stacked produce boxes. 
Steel frame with wood fronts. Heavy duty locking casters.  
Shown with price tracking and bumpers.
Available Sizes
EU4136EC-lEFT Euro left Endcap
EU4136EC-RIGHT Euro Right Endcap
EU4236EC-WOOD 2 Back and 1 Right / 1 left Wood Panels
EU4236EC-DRAWER Euro Endcap Drawer
EU4836 48”x36” Produce Table 
EU4838 48”x38”x58” Over The Pallet Hoods

Attractive euro table with price track system. Designed to merchandise RPCs or box product. Different endcaps options.  
Below endcap is shown with or without shelves.

EU4236
euro Table

EURO36
euro Table endcap

EU4236EC-DRAWER Euro Endcap Drawer
EU4836 48”x36” Produce Table 
EU4838 48”x38”x58” Over The Pallet Hoods
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euro TAbLeS

eURO72  |  eURO48
euro with Shelf
Versatile slant top table with metal construction, on casters. Available in 48” or 72” [122 or 183cm] with different configurations.
Available Sizes
EURO72  72”[183cm] width
EURO48  48”[122cm] width

oPTIoNAL PuLL ouT 
drAWer ANd/or Wood 

FroNTS

oPTIoNAL  
STorAGe 

SHeLF

EU1
Steel Framed Wood Slant Table
A practical table with a durable steel 
construction frame, on casters for easy 
mobility.

ET190
Steel Framed Wood Slant Table
Similar to the EU23, this one is a little 
classier thanks to its elegant wood panel 
rows over the steel frame.

PR301
Wooden euro Style Slant Table
Versatile slant top table with all wood 
construction, on casters.

TEA-1  |  TNA-1
euro Table with rolling Storage cart
Euro table designed for fast selling of produce. 
Bottom rolling storage carts (shown on right) 
contain 3 stacked RPCs giving you the ability 
to keep extra stock on the sales floor for an 
efficient labor model. Includes oversized price 
tract system for better visibility.

Euro table designed for fast selling of produce. 

TeA-1 TNA-1



EU150
Triangular euro Table
Triangular WEDGE euro table with heavy duty casters. Solid metal 
construction. Use back to back or as endcap with 48”x48” euro tables. 
Fits 3 optional trays on page 93. 
Available Table Size
EU150 47”×47”×52” [120×120×132cm] 
Optional Trays
EUT150-E  44¼”×47”×6” Tray [113×120×16cm]
EUT150-I  44¼”×47”×6” Insert [113×120×16cm]
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EC226
end cap

EU100E
euro Table end cap display

Utilize dead space at the end of your euro run. This end cap gives 
you the “fresh from the orchard” look without actually stacking 
crates. locking casters maximize the mobility of this display.  
Order as a left or right display.

End cap for euro table runs. Adjustable legs with casters. Available  
with or without wood fronts and bumpers, optional fence available.
Available Sizes
EU100E-36  70”×38”×23” [178×97×59cm]
EU100E-48  86”×38”×23” [218×97×59cm]

Available Riser
EUT100E 68”×36”×21” [173×92×54cm]

EUECP
Gourmet Style euro end cap

EUECR
rounded Gourmet 
Style euro end cap

Great for cross merchandising. Optional pegboard for small packaged 
items, fully adjustable shelves. Also available with clear front bulk bins.
Available Sizes
EUECP-72  72”×12”×56” [183×31×143cm]
EUECP-81  81”×12”×56” [206×31×143cm]

New look with rounded corners and open sides for more visibility! Great for 
cross merchandising. Optional pegboard for small packaged items, fully 
adjustable shelves.

Available Sizes
EUECR-72  72”×12”×56”  
 [183×31×143cm]
EUECR-81  81”×12”×56”  
 [206×31×143cm]
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EUT76C
euro Table Tray
Maximize your merchandising display with 
nine simple grid trays with clear front fence 
for better product visibility. For use on 
48”×48”[122×122cm] table top.

EUT206
euro Table Tray

EUT207
euro Table Tray

Euro tray designed especially for small 
quantities of small items. For use on 
48”×48”[122×122cm] table top.

Five medium size compartments 
for your produce. Adds a unique 
visual presentation to your 
department. For use on 48”×48” 
[122×122cm] table top.

EUT204
euro Table Apple Tray
Apple design draws attention to your 
department, fill with yellow, red or green 
apples for a bold presentation. For use on 
48”×48”[122×122cm] table top.

EUT201
euro Table Wave Tray
Draw attention to your department with unique wave design, great for color breaks! For 
use on 48”×48” [122×122cm] table top. Use several trays side by side for an impactful 
visual presentation.

EUT205
euro Table chili Tray
Turn heads with this chili design. Fill 
it with red, green or yellow chillies for 
bold presentation. For use on 48”×48” 
[122×122cm] table top.

EUT301
euro Pod Tray with curved Front
This euro pod tray is all about the curves, 
giving you the opportunity to make a creative 
visual statement. The tray has multiple 
compartments for maximum merchandising 
flexibility. 

EUT220
euro Table Tray
Flat euro table tray to fit twelve clear 
front shelf organizers. Shown with 
optional organizers. For use on 
48”×48” [122×122cm] table top.

euro TAbLe rISerS
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EUT65l
clear Front euro display
Create a massive looking display with a 
minimum of product. Removable clear front 
for easy rotation. Shows the product not the 
display. 
Available Sizes
EUT65l-36  48”×36”×17” [122×92×43cm]
EUT65l-48  48”×48”×17” [122×122×43cm]

EUT6565
Six compartment euro Tray
Removable clear front for easy cleaning and 
rotation this display shows the product, not 
the display. Use on a 48”×48” [122×122cm] 
table top. Optional lid kit available.
Optional lid Kit
EUT6565l

EUT140
6 Step euro Table riser
This practical Euro Table Riser can 
accommodate a variety of items for seasonal 
displays, 6 steps-for a tiered look.

EUT113
euro Table Apple Pad
Flat euro table pad to hold apples in place. 
Foam pad keeps apples from bruising easily. 
Stores up to 165 apples. 

EUT102
7 Step banana riser
Great for smaller bananas or small melons, 
rounded design minimizes bruising. Available 
with or without banana pad for extra 
protection.
Available Sizes
EUT102-4836  48”×36”×2½” [122×77×7cm]
EUT102-4848  48”×48”×2½” [122×122×7cm]

Optional Banana Pad
EUT1024836-BB  
EUT1024848-BB

EUT101
euro Table banana riser
Rounded design minimizes bruising. 
Available with or without banana pad for extra 
protection. 
Available Sizes
EUT101-4830  48”×30”×2½” [122×77×7cm]
EUT101-4840  48”×40”×2½” [122×102×7cm]
EUT101-4848  48”×48”×2½” [122×122×7cm]

Optional Banana Pad
EUT1014830-BB
EUT1014836-BB   
EUT1014840-BB
EUT1014848-BB
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EUT1052
Four compartment euro riser
Enhanced stepped design with 4”[10cm] 
deep compartments great for smaller items 
like nuts but, can be used for asparagus 
or other wet items. Optional drain plugs 
available.

DTCF
euro Table banana or Floral riser
5 step riser turns your euro into an instant 
floral or banana display. Can also be used for 
packaged or boxed products. 
Optional Soft Protection Pad
DTCF-BB

DTCF2
Four Flat Step euro riser
4 step floral or banana riser, but can also 
be used for packaged or boxed products. 
Optional Soft Protection Pad
DTCF2BB

euro TAbLe rISerS

EUT131
Insulated Ice Pan
This foam insulated ice pan works great 
with tilt-top Euro Tables, has a built in drain 
system and hose attachment with cut-off 
valve. Different sizes available.
Available Sizes
EUT131-3331  33”×31”×6” [84×79×16cm]
EUT131-3636  36”×36”×6” [92×92×16cm]
EUT131-3648  36”×48”×6” [92×122×16cm]
EUT131-4848  48”×48”×6” [122×122×16cm]

RPC | RPC-I
reusable Plastic crate
Folding sides with Easy Pull “Active lock” 
handles. Insert dummy available with 
removable divider to give a full appearance 
no matter what the level of inventory. 
Available Sizes
RPC-4  16”×24”×4” [41×61×10cm]
RPC-6  16”×24”×6” [41×61×16cm]
RPC-8  16”×24”×8” [41×61×21cm]
RPC-10  16”×24”×10” [41×61×26cm]

EUT103
Two compartments euro Tray
Perfect for smaller, compartmental 
items like chilies. For use with 48”× 48” 
[122×122cm] euro table top. Shown 
here with three removable dividers. 
Optional Dividers
EUT103DC

EUT106
eight compartment euro Tray
For use with 48”×48”[122×122cm] Euro 
Table Top (use 2 side by side). Each 
compartment is 12”×12”[31×31cm]. Great for 
merchandising smaller items and quantities.

EUT107
Six compartment euro Tray
Great for merchandising small and 
medium produce. Slanted back angles 
product forward.

EUT105
Four compartment euro Tray
Stair step design improves presentation, 
use 3 side-by side to complete a 
48”×48”[122×122cm] table top.

Available Inserts
RPC-i2  2”[5cm] High
RPC-i4 4”[10cm] High
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PR25
5 Step berry riser
Use with clamshells of grapes or berries can 
be perforated for airflow.

PR26
6 Step berry riser
Same as PR25 but one additional step.

PR68
Three Step merchandiser
Ideal for low profile merchandising and 
designed for use on 36”[92cm] deep euro 
tables. Use for boxed items, half baskets or 
pre-packed product.

EU3024
Three compartment euro riser
Three stepped design with small 
compartments. Helps minimize inventory 
of smaller/slower selling items.

PT66
Snap-Lock Produce Pan
Great for use with tilt-top euro tables. Use 
on wet rack or dry tables. Designed to snap 
together and eliminates tray movement. False 
bottom is available (PT66I).

PT66I
Snap-Lock Produce Pan Insert
Insert for our Snap-lock produce pan for 
PT66. Rotate to 2 positions for high and 
low volume situations.

PT664
Four compartment euro Tray
Order 4 pieces for a 48”×48”[122×122cm] 
Euro table. Use as an insert to our PT66 
24”[61cm] snap-lock pan.

PR78
Nine Step riser
Flat steps are great for small berry baskets 
or packaged items like nuts, granola, etc. 
Optional clear front fence available.

PT662
Small Snap-Lock Produce Pan
Deep interlocking pans, great for small 
items like nuts. Order 8 pieces for a 
48”×48”[122×122cm] Euro table.
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EUT110E
Five Step euro end cap riser
5 steps for maximum merchandising flexibility. 3”[8cm] deep 
inside to hold product in place. 81”[206cm] width is perfect with 
48”[122cm] deep Euro Table Set.

EUT100E
Five Step euro end cap riser
For use with 70” and 86”[178 and 219cm] Euro End Tables. 
21”[54cm] height and 5 steps create a massive presentation.  
Built in bulk head and front lip holds product in place.

euro TAbLe eNd rISerS

euro TAbLe rISerS
EUT150-E 
Triangular euro Table Trays
Triangular WEDGE euro table trays. Tray 
is dummied out to a 3”[8cm] depth. Use 
with or without stepped riser insert which is 
great for merchandise packaged produce. 
Trays fits on EUT150 euro table.
Optional Trays
EUT150-E  44¼”×47”×6”[113×120×16cm] Tray
EUT150-I  44¼”×47”×6”[113×120×16cm] Insert

EUT150-I

EUT150-E

Inside depth 3”[8cm]

Fits only 8’ wide endcap
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euro TAbLe eNd rISerS

EU-PK48
euro Table Pricing Kit

PF1
clear Fence

For 48”[122cm] wide euro tables with  
6 channel black pricing rail. Mounting 
brackets fit our euro table. Also available 
in custom lengths.

Available in custom sizes and 
thicknesses. Use the euro table fence to 
eliminate product roll-off.

EUBD  |  BDCU
euro Table bag dispenser
Customer friendly design puts bags within 
reach and easily attaches to euro tables. 
Mount to front or side of table. Holds most 
produce roll bags. Twist tie cup available 
(BDCU).

PRSC3
euro Table Scale Holder
Durable steel construction with black powder 
coating. Attaches to side or front of euro 
tables and holds scale high above table. 
Scale sold separately.

euro TAbLe AcceSSorIeS
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eUT109e
Flat Top euro end cap
Flat top riser with built in back wall, great for larger items like 
watermelons. 3”[8cm] inside depth holds product in place.

EUT112E
euro Table banana end riser
layered steps help to create a display that is attractive and neat, 
rounded to cradle bananas to minimize bruising.




